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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from exchange observations as well as interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and 
processors. These are considered reliable. The accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of 
the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and 
we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime railcars delivered in USA. 
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The spot resin markets proved a bit challenging this past week, particularly the balance between sellers’ 
desire to limit losses against buyers’ sometimes unrealistic price expectations. Still, supplies were generally 
plentiful, order flow was heavy and a high volume of material changed hands. January Polyethylene con-
tracts have yet to settle, but a $.03/lb decrease now seems likely. While offgrade Polypropylene is some-
what available, prime material is scarce and producers will have some success enforcing a margin enhanc-
ing price increase, targeting around half of the $.06/lb nominated for January. International resin markets 
are generally below North American levels, but are showing signs of firming. Extraordinary deals have been 
cut to continue the flow of PE to offshore destinations and avoid burdensome inventories from developing at 
the producer level. 
 
The energy markets continued lower before reversing course late in the week. March WTI Crude Oil futures 
traded as low at $27.56/bbl on Wed before soaring more than 16% to end Friday at $32.19/bbl, a net gain 
of $1.80/bbl. March Brent Oil futures saw similar action, and closed the week at $32.18/bbl – these two 
Crude contracts cannot get much closer to parity than that! Natural Gas futures were much less volatile and 
headed into the weekend at $2.141/mmBtu, just a scant $.014/mmBtu gain. Spot Ethane jumped 11% to 
$.15/gal ($.063/lb); Propane added the same 11% to $.335/gal ($.095/lb). 
 
The Ethylene market was very active during this past holiday shortened week. Ethylene began under pres-
sure, trading down to $.155/lb, a new multi-year low, before recovering late in the week amid several 
cracker outages and higher energies. Jan Ethylene ultimately worked its way back up to nearly $.185/lb, 
recording a net weekly gain of almost $.025/lb – offsetting the prior week’s loss. The forward curve is in 
contango at the front, rising to a peak just shy of $.21/lb in April; the market then steps gently lower to 
$.195/lb by the end of 2016. 
 
Polyethylene trading required extra finesse to bring buyers and sellers together on price. Sellers have gen-
erally accepted reasonable offers, but also declined unreasonably low-ball bids. Processors have reportedly 
been minimizing their contract purchases as January negotiations continue late into the month. Several 
producers are still holding on to the dream of implementing a $.05/lb price increase on this 4th attempt. 
However, a couple more producers have instead offered a $.03/lb decrease, this should become market-
wide. In the meantime, spot PE prices slid another $.01-.02/lb, widening the discount gap to contracts. As 
such, buyers have been tapping the spot market for deals. Export prices in Houston continue to slide amid 
a demand lull, as Chinese New Year is now a couple weeks out. 
 
The Propylene market was relatively quiet, few spot deals were done with just sporadic trader interest. PGP 
for January delivery sold down below $.285/lb, a penny-plus loss. It is very late in the month for PGP to be 
without settlement, but as the correlation to PP resin weakens, the price of PGP ultimately has less bearing. 
A week ago, contracts rolling flat at $.32/lb made sense, but current spot levels now suggest that a $.01/lb 
contract decrease would be fair. PGP prices are currently forecasted to decline slightly each month until the 
market reaches $.265/lb by the end of the year. Jan RGP was steady at $.19/lb, Feb is at a small discount. 
 
Spot Polypropylene activity was a tad tenuous and transacted volumes ran about average. With energies 
and other resin markets eroding, Polypropylene processors are justifiably frustrated with the January price 
increase, which seems to be gravitating towards $.03/lb more than the change in PGP monomer. PP de-
mand seems to be slowing and there are fears of imported finished goods competing with domestically 
produced goods. Resin availability is spotty- prime is tough to source, offgrade is a little easier and at a 
decent discount. Some resellers reeling with the rout in Polyethylene are willing to unload their Polypropyl-
ene also just to lighten their overall inventories. There are also plenty of offers for imported Polypropylene 
resin permeating the market, some processors are giving it a shot. 

Total Offers 23,105,276 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

LLDPE - Film 4,361,064       0.450$   0.560$   0.470$    0.510$   

LDPE - Film 3,791,912       0.490$   0.590$   0.490$    0.530$   

HDPE - Blow  Mold 3,525,268       0.470$   0.540$   0.450$    0.490$   

HDPE - Inj 2,940,428       0.490$   0.550$   0.470$    0.510$   

HMWPE - Film 2,223,496       0.500$   0.570$   0.475$    0.515$   

LLDPE - Inj 1,835,036       0.500$   0.570$   0.480$    0.520$   

PP Copo - Inj 1,828,760       0.550$   0.675$   0.605$    0.645$   

PP Homo - Inj 1,429,840       0.530$   0.665$   0.590$    0.630$   

LDPE - Inj 1,169,472       0.500$   0.570$   0.500$    0.540$   

ContractSpot


